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Abstract. A method to determine the position of a mobile robot using machine 
learning strategies was introduced in [1]. The method raises the possibility to 
decrease the size of database that holds the images that describe an area where a 
robot will localize itself. The present work does a statistical validation of the 
approach by calculating the Hamming and Euclidean distances between all the 
images using on the one hand all their pixels and on the other hand the reduced 
set of pixels obtained by the GA as described in [1]. To perform the analysis, a 
new series of images were taken from a specific position at several angles in 
both horizontal (pan) and vertical (tilt). These images were compared using two 
different measures: a) the Hamming distance and b) the Euclidean distance to 
determine how similar are one from another.  

Keywords: Genetic Algorithms, Multi-objective Optimization, Machine  
Learning. 

1 Introduction  

An open problem in robotics is the one dealing with the way a mobile robot locates 
itself inside a specific area. The problem itself is vital for the robot to correctly 
achieve its goals. There are several ways to approach this problem, for example, robot 
localization using landmarks [2], [3], calculation of the robot's position based on the 
distance it has covered [4], [5], etc. Many of these solutions imply the use of active 
sensors in the robot to calculate a distance or notice a landmark. However, there is a 
solution which has not been explored and is the main topic of this paper. In essence 
the solution we tested has to do with the possibility that the robot can determine its 
own position at any time using only a single sensor, and a reduced database. This 
database contains all the information needed to match what the robot is sensing with 
its spatial position. In order for the method to be practically implementable we re-
duced the number of necessary matches by defining a subset of the original database 
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images. There are two issues which have to be solved in order to implement such 
solution: a) the number of elements in every subset of the matching images and b) the 
absolute positions of each of these elements. Once these are determined, the matching 
process is very fast and ensures the adequate identification of the robot's position 
without errors. However, the two goals we just mentioned impose conflicting optimi-
zation goals. On the one hand we seek for the largest subset so that position identifi-
cation is accurate. On the other we wish this subset to be as small as possible so that 
the online processing is as fast as possible. These conditions constitute a multi-
objective optimization problem. To solve it we used a Multi Objective Genetic  
Algorithm (MOGA) which minimizes the number of pixels required by the robot to 
identify an image. To test the validity of this approach we solved this problem using a 
Random Mutation Hill Climber (RMHC) [6] to solve problem (b). 

In the proposed method the  landscape  is  segmented  in  three  coordinates:  i) a  
horizontal  coordinate,  ii)  a  vertical  coordinate,  iii)  an observation  angle  (x, y, θ);  
An  image  is  generated  for each one of the possible (x, y, θ) combinations (in this 
case we established 30 cm steps in every x, y increment and a 30º step for the obser-
vation angle); each one of the images is  digitalized  using  a  standardized  RGB  
format  yielding a  total  of  640 × 480 pixels  per  image  (there  is  a  total  a 588  
images);  we  then reduced the image resolution  to  176 × 144 and then sampled  each  
one  of  the  images  at regular  intervals  every  16  pixels  thus  yielding  to a more 
reduced amount of data.  These images set up a database that includes information 
about the position where each image was taken; it was later used as offline training 
data for the robot. To further test this approach a new set of images was created. The 
set of images contains a new coordinate in the tilt of the camera.  This new dataset of 
images was used to compare all the images against each other using all the pixels in 
the image and using also the pixels found by the Genetic Algorithm proposed. 

2 Data Set Up 

In the initial work we generated an image database of an area of 2.1 × 2.1 mts2 
divided into 49 squares each one of 0.30 × 0.30 mts2. The images were taken from 
360º around the robot at each square with a 30º separation between them. In total we 
captured 12 images at each square of the area as shown in Figure 1. 

All images were captured with a resolution of 640 × 480  pixels and then converted 
to a resolution of 176 × 144 pixels in order to reduce the amount of rough data. We 
saved the images in PPM format (Portable Pixel Map) [7] which maintains constant 
file size for all images. The PPM format consists of 54 bytes. In bytes (0x0000-
0x0035) lies the general description of the file; from byte 55 (0x0036 onwards) one 
finds a raster that represents the image. Every 528 bytes represent a row of the image 
in the RGB space. Each pixel is composed by 3 bytes. Therefore, the total amount of 
bytes in one picture of size 176 × 144 pixels is 76,032 ((176 ×  3) × 144). To further 
reduce the amount of data we selected one pixel out of 16. That left us with only 
1,584 pixels per image to work with. Finally information of all images was stored in a 
database with the format: x, y, angle, R, G, B. 
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the sampled area 

The basic idea behind our method is to identify the robot's position from an 
exhaustive set of images capturing the full landscape. The rationale is simple: given 
all the possible views the robot may face, it may identify its place in the environment 
by comparing its present view with all (previously captured) plausible images. This 
approach is, however, marred by the practical fact that there is too much information 
to make the purported comparison practical. Remember that the analysis of the whole 
database is to be performed on-line. Furthermore, the database has to be local to the 
robot. Hence, we propose to identify the least set of pixels in all the images of the 
database such that with this minimum set we are able to perform the desired 
identification. To do this we need an optimization method which is able to determine 
a) The minimum number of pixels for the desired identification and b) The position of 
such points in the field of view of the robot. Intuitively, the more precision we want to 
attain the larger the number of points we should consider; alternatively, if we want to 
be efficient, we need to use as little pixels as possible. This is a typical setup of a 
multi-objective optimization problem with conflicting goals. We called the optimum 
set of points which allow us to satisfy both (a) and (b) a "sieve". 

3 Pareto Front and Multi-Object Genetic Algorithms 

Most, if not all, day to day problems in our world have to deal with multiple 
objectives. A typical way to deal with this kind of problems is to combine all the 
objectives into one single function and give each objective in it a specific weight [8]. 
This approach is inconvenient because it introduces the problem of how to weight 
each objective in the function. A different and sturdier approach is to model the 
problem as objective functions for each requirement (including restrictions that apply 
for all of them). It may happen that the objective functions are in conflict between 
each other and a solution that simultaneously satisfies all may not be found. In 
general, the solutions of an objective function are related in two ways: either one of 
them dominates the other solutions or it is dominated by another (see below). This 
leads to a set of valid optimal set of solutions for a problem which is called Pareto 
optimal solutions or Pareto's front [8].  
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One criterion vector y strictly dominates (or "is preferred to") a vector y* if each 
parameter of y is no greater than the corresponding parameter of y* and at least one 
parameter is strictly less: that is, yi ≤ y*I for each i and  yi < y*i for some i. This is 
written as y  y* to mean that y strictly dominates y*. Then the Pareto front is the set 
of points from Y that are not strictly dominated by another point in Y. 

 

Fig. 2. Example of a Pareto front 

In figure 2, the boxed points represent feasible choices, and smaller values are 
preferred to larger ones. Point C is not on the Pareto Front because it is dominated by 
both point A and point B. Points A and B are not strictly dominated by any other, and 
hence do lie on the frontier.  A popular method to find a Pareto's front, nowadays, is 
through the use of a so called Multi-objective Genetic Algorithm (MOGAs). GAs [9] 
are optimization methods which: 

 a) Analyze a digitized problem space. 
 b) Attack multiple points of the problem space simultaneously. 
 c) Encode possible solutions (points) of the problem space. 
 d) Evaluate every point independently. 
 e) Combine codes of the partial results to generate new exploration points. 
 f) Randomly alter selected elements of the codes of the points 

With the use of a MOGA we optimize two things: a) Minimize the number of pixels 
“p” required to identify an image, and b) Minimize the probability to confuse an 
image with another given the pixels selected in (a). 

From a MOGA we found the best suitable solution at generation 28 with a single 
point that sets up the Pareto's front: with 12 pixels in the sieve and an error of 2.4736. 
Figure 4 shows the 12 pixels of the sieve. 

4 Validation of the Method  

For this work a new database of images was set up. The validation method applied to 
this database used both a) the complete set of pixels (1,584) and b) the reduced set of 
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pixels found by the GA. The new database was set up by 28 images gotten from a 
unique point located in the center of the area which was used for this study. The im-
ages have a separation of 5 degrees between them and sweep a range from 0 to 30 
degrees in the horizontal and from 0 to 20 degrees in the vertical. The robot’s camera 
was facing forward and parallel to the ground.   

Two different measures were used to determine if an image is similar to another. 
One measure is a) the Hamming distance [2] which is used between two pixels to 
determine the number of positions at which the corresponding symbols are different. 
The other measure used is b) the Euclidean distance which is going to measure how 
"far" or similar is are the components of a pixel of one image with another. The Euc-
lidean distance is defined as: 

  (1) 

To calculate the distance between two pixels, we consider each pixel as a three di-
mensional vector of values (R, G, B). Therefore the distance between two pixels will 
be:  

  (2) 

The distance is calculated between every pixel in every pair of two images that con-
forms the dataset, and then an average distance between two images is obtained from 
these values as follows:  

  (3) 

where N is the total number of pixels in an image. 
The total number of comparisons performed to calculate the distances is obtained 

with  

  (4) 

where Ti is the total number of images in the dataset.  
For the first dataset of 28 images, a total of 378 comparisons were made. The 

number of comparison excludes the ones performed against the same image, where 
distance is 0, and also excludes the comparisons already done previously, i.e. if the 
comparison with image_a vs. image_b was done there is no need to compare image_b 
against image_a.  

The following parameters were used in the GA to obtain the optimum number of 
pixels that describes an image for both datasets. Population: 50; Generations: 100; 
Crossover rate: 0.6: Mutation rate: .01.For the 28 images of the new dataset the GA 
found a sieve of size 405. 
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Fig. 3. Original Problem’s Pareto Front 

 

Fig. 4. The sieve for the original problem (RGB values are representative) 

5 Results   

When using the 1584 pixels, the maximum average Euclidian distance found between 
two images was 117.46 and its corresponding Hamming distance was 11.32 between 
images Image_3 and Image_10 see Figure 5. 

The minimum Euclidian distance found was 27.35 and its corresponding Hamming 
distance was 8.05 between Image_5 and Image_9 see Figure 6. 

The average Hamming distance of the complete dataset is 10.67 and its standard 
deviation is 0.93 as shown in Fig. 9. The average Euclidean distance is 83.22 and the 
standard deviation is 21.75 as shown in Fig. 10. When we ran the GA algorithm on 
the first dataset to obtain the minimum number of pixels that will describe a single 
image and a total of 405 pixels was found.  When using the 405 pixel sieve in the first  
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dataset to compare, the maximum Euclidian distance was 121.16 and its correspond-
ing Hamming distance was 11.54 between images Image_1 and Image_7 see  
Figure 7. The minimum Euclidian distance was 27.86 and its corresponding Hamming 
distance was 7.85 between images Image_16 and Image_20 Figure 8. The average 
Hamming distance of the dataset using the 405 pixels found by the GA is 10.69 and 
the standard deviation is 0.92 as shown in Fig. 11. The average Euclidean distance is 
84.69 and the standard deviation is 22.43 as shown in Fig. 12. 

  

Fig. 5. Images with the maximum average Euclidean distance using 1584 pixels per image 

  

Fig. 6. Images with the minimum average Euclidean distance using 1584 pixels per image 

  

Fig. 7. Images with the maximum average Euclidean distance using a 405 pixel sieve 

  

Fig. 8. Images with the minimum average Euclidean distance using the 405 pixel sieve 
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Fig. 9. Hamming distance of the images compared using the 1584 pixels of the image 
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Fig. 10. Euclidean distance of the images compared using the 1584 pixels of the image 
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Fig. 11. Hamming distance of the images compared using the pixel sieve 
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Fig. 12. Euclidean distance of the images compared using the pixel sieve 

6 Conclusions 

These results show that for the image dataset, the sieve has the same statistical beha-
vior as the complete number of pixels that define an image. Based on the statistical 
analysis performed in this work a robot can decide if an image taken with its camera 
is similar to an image in its local database with a degree of certainty defined by how 
“far” the distance obtained by comparing the two images is from the mean of dis-
tances of the image dataset. Although the number of comparisons to perform increas-
es considerably with the number of images needed to compare the computation time 
remains reasonable. If we assume an increase of the size of the sieve we may find a 
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table relating it to the process time of the whole set. In a typical Pentium based com-
puter with a 4 GHz clock rate, the processing time of the experiment reported takes an 
average of 0.054 seconds to recognize any image. If we increase the number of angles 
(and assume a constant sieve size) yielding an extreme precision limit of 136 angles 
per image (a five fold increase), processing time is 0.216 seconds; still well within the 
accepted limits. Furthermore, in a paper to appear shortly we will report on the deter-
mination of unrecognized images. In our method this fact translates to the identifica-
tion of foreign objects in the scene. This, in turn, allows us to identify possible "ene-
mies" in the competition field. The way this may be achieved is simple. Assuming the 
forms of the foreign objects are known, we may apply our methodology (with or 
without scale invariant operators) to describe such objects. Once these are incorpo-
rated to a supplementary data base any unidentified image has to be originated by the 
presence of one or more foreign objects (given this paper's previous conclusions). At 
that point we simply apply a methodology analogous to the one reported in this paper 
and identify the foreign object as well as its position. 
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